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Abstract—Several industries are using legacy softwares, developed with Structured Programming (SP) approach, that should be migrated to Object Oriented Paradigm (OOP) for ensuring better software quality parameters like modularity, manageability and extendability. Automating SP to OOP migration is pivotal as it could reduce time that take in the manual process. Given this potential benefit, the issue is yet to be addressed by researchers. This paper addresses the scenario by modeling this problem as a graph clustering problem where SP functions and function calls are vertices and edges respectively. The challenge evolving the problem is to find optimized clusters from graphs. To aid this problem, certain heuristic algorithms based on Monte Carlo and Greedy approaches are being developed. The proposed algorithms have been tested against a collection of real and synthetic data. The numerical results show that greedy algorithms are faster and produced better results than the average performance of Monte Carlo based approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A good number of software are still being used in industries which were developed decades earlier using Structured Programming (SP) approach. These software often go out of support and termed as Legacy Software. The source code of such software is commonly referred as Legacy Code which becomes unmanageable when it grows too large [1]. Large and complex programs are easier to maintain if developed with Object Oriented Paradigm (OOP) that offers better re-usability, modularity, manageability and extendability by means of encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism.

In case of bug solving or feature enhancement and integration, legacy codes demand much more time than OOP ones. Such difficulties have their consequential business impacts and thus many industries, dependent on legacy softwares, are facing the issue of business sustainability. Possible way outs could be re-designing the whole product from the scratch or manual SP to OOP design migration which could be error-prone and time consuming. This research intend to propose an approach for automatic SP to OOP design migration.

To analyze the problem we formulate the scenario in terms of a graph where each function written in SP code is represented as a vertex, and a function call is represented as a directed edge. This gives us a connected directed graph referred as Call Graph [2], [3]. The adjacency matrix representation of the call graph produces a 0-1 matrix. The matrix is known as Design Structure Matrix or Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) [4] which is widely used in industrial engineering for a good variety of applications.

The hypothesis that the methods of a same class will call each other more frequently than the number of calls between methods of different classes has been used on the call graph. This hypothesis is based on encapsulation [5] that says attributes and methods of same class or interface are more interrelated than attributes and methods of different classes or interfaces [6]. The call graph has an underlying undirected graph which is used to search for vertex clustering having objectives to maximize number of in-cluster edges and minimize number of inter-cluster edges.

An optimal clustering of the call graph produces number of non-overlapping vertex clusters that represent groups of closely related functions in the SP code. This is used as the clue for migrating the underlying SP design to OOP, where each cluster in the call graph represents a class or interface. The migration is simple as calls between methods of the same class do not change in the new design. However, calls between methods of two different clusters has to be re-written incorporating the issue of making call through proper interfaces between classes.

Table I presents a sample SP legacy code, its corresponding call graph, underlying undirected graph of the call graph and an optimal clustering in of the undirected graph.

| Table I. Example of a SP Legacy code, its Call Graph and Optimal Clustering |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| function5(....) | function3(....) | (a) Call Graph |
| {               | {               | \( f_1 \) \( f_2 \) \( f_4 \) |
| ...            | function2();   | \( f_5 \) \( f_3 \) |
| }              | ...            | (b) Underlying undirected graph |
|                | }              | \( f_1 \) \( f_2 \) \( f_4 \) |
| function4(....) | function1(....) | (c) Optimal Clustering |
| {               | {               | \( f_1 \) \( f_2 \) \( f_4 \) |
| function5();   | function2();   | \( f_5 \) \( f_3 \) |
| ...            | function3();   | (b) Underlying undirected graph |
| }              | ...            | \( f_1 \) \( f_2 \) \( f_4 \) |
| function2(....)|                 | (c) Optimal Clustering |
A mathematical definition of the optimal cluster finding problem has been formulated in terms of an Integer Program (IP) [7]. It has been realized that the solution to the IP is computationally hard, and therefore different heuristics are applied to get a near optimal solution. A number of randomized and greedy heuristic algorithms has been proposed to assist optimal clustering. The objective function of IP along with conventional Clustering Co-efficient (CC) [8] and Characteristics Path Length (CPL) [9] are used to assess quality of clustering.

The assessment involved 3 data instances, 2 of which were collected from real software and the other is synthetically generated. The results show that greedy heuristics were faster and produced better results than the average performance of Monte Carlo based approaches. Moreover, it has been observed that proposed greedy algorithms are 12.8% better in terms of average Clustering Coefficient (Equation 1), 31.02% better in terms of average Characteristics Path Length (Equation 2) and 25.73% better in terms of average Kal-index (Equation 3) than Monte Carlo algorithms.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the background of the problem and the relevant work available in existing literature. A mathematical formulation of the problem is presented in Section III. Section IV presents five variations of our Monte Carlo based heuristics, and three variations greedy algorithms. Numerical results and analysis has been presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper with future research direction.

II. BACKGROUND

Automatic SP to OOP design migration has been rarely addressed as a direct research problem in the existing literature. Although plenty of work has been done with Graph Clustering [10] and DSM [4], existing graph clustering methods mainly focus on the Euclidean distance, but largely ignore vertex connectivity where every distances between two vertices’s are same. On the other hand, the researches involving DSM focuses on searching function calls that can be triggered parallely.

Automatic migration from code to design was introduced in [11]. The work converts a COBOL program to a Object Oriented design document. Maqbool et al. reviewed hierarchical clustering research in the context of software architecture recovery and modularization [12]. Moreover, they analyzed the clustering process of multiple clustering algorithms using multiple criteria and showed how arbitrary decisions taken by these algorithms affect the quality of the clusters. In 2011 Dineshkarum et al. presented an empirical approach to migrate from Structured Programming Code to Object Oriented Design [13]. Their work introduced a new technique for code to design migration which creates agglomerative cluster using Jaccard distance matrices.

Zhou et al. proposed a graph clustering algorithm named SA-Cluster based on similar attribute using unified distance measure [14]. This method partitions a large graph associated with attributes into k-clusters so that each cluster contains a densely connected sub-graph with homogeneous attribute values. Aggarwal et al. proposed an algorithm to find appropriate sets of clusters and dimensions using medoid technique based on Euclidean coordinate points and preceded by feature selection [15].

Bezdek et al. reviewed two clustering algorithms (hard c-means [16] and single linkage) and three indexes of crisp cluster validity (Hubert’s statistics, the Davies-Bouldin index, and Dunn’s index) [17]. Their work illustrates two deficiencies of Dunn’s index [18] that make it overly sensitive to noisy clusters. They proposed several generalizations of those deficiencies which are not as brittle to outliers in the clusters. Definitions regarding cluster in a graph and measures of cluster quality were reviewed in [10]. This work also presented global algorithms for clustering the entire vertex set of an input graph and discussed the task of identifying a cluster for a specific seed vertex by local computation.

Hossain et al. presented an analytical report on design structure of open source scientific computing software [4]. They used a number of architectural complexity metrics and DSM technique to analyze the design structure. Their analysis involved Automatic Differentiation (AD), Linear Programming (LP) and Mixed Integer Programming (MIP). They have used DSM to present functions that are explicitly implemented in the software under consideration (denoted as user function) and functions that are part of software libraries. Those DSM qualities are measured by characteristic path length, clustering co-efficient, nodal degree, strongly connected components, propagation cost, etc. [9].

Review of existing literature show that none of the work directly proposed a method that focus on converting SP code to detailed object oriented design. We propose a new approach to migrate SP code to OOP design by means of optimal clustering form a call graph. To measure the quality of the clusters a new metric discussed in Section III is proposed. Two existing metrics CC and CPL were also used to measure the quality of clustering.

CC is a measure of degree to which nodes in a graph tend to cluster together [8], [9]. In this paper, local clustering coefficient is used to measure CC (Ψ) index. The local clustering coefficient of a vertex (node) in a graph quantifies how close its neighbors are to being a complete graph. Suppose, a graph \( G = (V,E) \) an edge \( e_{ij} \) \( \in E \) connects vertex \( v_i \) \( \in V \) with vertex \( v_j \) \( \in V \). The neighborhood \( N_i \) for a vertex \( v_i \) is defined as its immediately connected neighbors: \( N_i = \{ v_j : e_{ij} \in E \cap e_{ij} \in E \} \). CC \( \Psi \) of an undirected graph is defined as-

\[
\Psi = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Psi_i \quad \text{where} \quad \Psi_i = \frac{2|\{e_{ij} : v_j, v_k \in N_i, e_{jk} \in E\}|}{K_i(K_i-1)}
\]

In Equation (1) \( \Psi_i \) denotes the CC (Ψ) of node \( i \) and \( k_i \) is number of nodes connected to node \( i \), and \( n_i \) is actual number of edges within \( k_i \) adjacent nodes.

CPL is the distance between pairs of vertices in a connected undirected graph cluster [9]. Let \( d(v_i, v_j) \) denote the shortest distance between nodes \( v_i \) and \( v_j \), where \( \{v_i, v_j\} \in E \) in an unweighed undirected graph \( G \). If \( v_1 = v_2 \) or \( v_2 \) cannot be reached from \( v_1 \) then \( d(v_1, v_2) = 0 \), otherwise \( d(v_1, v_2) \geq 1 \). Based on these definitions, CPL (χ) of an undirected graph can defined as-

\[
\chi = \frac{1}{N(N-1)} \sum_{i \neq j} d(v_i, v_j)
\]
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Let $G(V, E)$ be the underlying undirected graph of a call graph. $V$ and $E$ be the set of vertices and edges respectively, with $n = |V|, m = |E|$. We define variables $x_e$ and $y_e$ corresponding to each edge $e \in E$, $C_v$ corresponding to each vertex $v \in V$. $G$ may have at most $n$ clusters, where each vertex in the graph will be in a distinct cluster. A vertex, therefore, may potentially be in one of $n$ clusters. The variables are defined as follows:

$$x_e \in \{1\text{ if } e \text{ is an intra-cluster edge}, 0 \text{ otherwise}\}$$
$$y_e \in \{1\text{ if } e \text{ is an inter-cluster edge}, 0 \text{ otherwise}\}$$
$$z_{kl} \in \{1\text{ if vertex } k \text{ belongs to cluster } l, 0 \text{ otherwise}\}$$
$$C_j \in \{1\text{ if vertex } j \text{ is the head of a cluster}, 0 \text{ otherwise}\}$$

The problem of maximizing intra-cluster edges, minimizing inter-cluster edges, and maximizing the number of clusters can be formulated as follows:

$$\text{Max } \sum_i x_i - \sum_i y_i + \sum_j |C_j|, \forall i = 1,...,m \text{ and } j = 1,...,n \quad (3)$$

Subject to:

$$x_i + y_i = 1, \forall i = 1,2,...,m \quad (4)$$

$$\sum_{l=1}^n z_{kl} = 1, \forall k = 1,2,...,n \quad (5)$$

$$\sum_{l=1}^n z_{k,l} \cdot z_{k,l} = x_{(a,b)} \quad \forall (a,b) \in E \quad (6)$$

$$C_l = \bigcup_k z_{kl}, \forall k = 1,2,...,n \quad (7)$$

The objective in Equation (3) maximizes the number of intra-cluster edges and clusters in the graph, and minimizes the number of inter-cluster edges. Equation (4) ensures that an edge can be exclusively an intra- or inter-cluster edge. Equation (5) ensures that each vertex must belong to a cluster. Equation (6) ensures that an intra-cluster edge must have its both endpoints belonging to the same cluster. Equation (7) defines the variable $C_j$ as a cluster head, if any vertex belongs to its respective cluster.

IV. PROPOSED Heuristic Algorithms

Algorithms 1 to 5 present five variations of Monte Carlo schemes that have been applied. The first variation assumes a fixed number of clusters ($C$) and assigns each vertex to those clusters randomly. The second variation randomly picks a vertex which is assigned to its first neighbor cluster if exists, otherwise the vertex is made the head of a newly created cluster. The third variation randomly selects a vertex pair and if any cluster exists on either vertices’ first neighbor, both vertices are assigned to that cluster. Otherwise both vertices are made head of two new clusters.

The fourth variation randomly picks an edge $e_i \in E$ and if any cluster exists on either end point’s first neighbor, both end points are assigned to that cluster. Otherwise both endpoints are made head of two new clusters. This algorithm initializes $\sqrt{\text{Number of Vertex}}$ number of clusters and processes all edge-end-points by finding first neighbor cluster. In each of those variations the $K_i(\kappa), \text{CC}(\Psi)$ and $\text{CPL}(\chi)$ is measured for those clusters.

Algorithm 1: MC-1

Input: Call Graph $G(V, E)$
Output: Clustering $C$, $\text{Kal}(\kappa)$, $\text{Clustering Coefficient}(\Psi)$, Characteristics Path Length ($\chi$)

Begin
Assume we have $n = \sqrt{|V|}$ number of clusters $C_1, C_2, ..., C_n$
for each vertex $v \in V$ do
Generate a random number $i \in [0,|V|]$ for vertex $v$
Assign $v$ to cluster $C_i$
end for
Calculate $\kappa, \Psi, \chi$ using clustering scheme $C$ and equations (1), (2) and (3) respectively
End

Algorithm 2: MC-2

Input: Call Graph $G(V, E)$
Output: Clustering $C$, $\text{Kal}(\kappa)$, $\text{Clustering Coefficient}(\Psi)$, Characteristics Path Length ($\chi$)

Begin
$\varnothing \leftarrow V$
while $\varnothing \neq \varnothing$ do
Randomly pick vertex $v \in \varnothing$
$\omega \leftarrow$ the set of clusters, $\exists u \in \omega \forall j \in \omega$
if $\omega = \varnothing$ then
Create new cluster $C_i$
$C_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \{v\}$
else
Randomly pick $C_i \in \omega$
$C_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \{v\}$
end if
$\varnothing \leftarrow \varnothing \setminus \{v\}$
end while
Calculate $\kappa, \Psi, \chi$ using clustering scheme $C$ and equations (1), (2) and (3) respectively
End

Algorithm 3: MC-3

Input: Call Graph $G(V, E)$
Output: Clustering $C$, $\text{Kal}(\kappa)$, $\text{Clustering Coefficient}(\Psi)$, Characteristics Path Length ($\chi$)

Begin
while All vertex $v \in V$ are not assigned to any cluster do
Randomly pick vertex pair $\{v_1, v_2\} \in V$
if $v_1 \in C_i$ and $v_2$ unassigned to any cluster then
$C_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \{v_2\}$
else if $v_1$ unassigned to any cluster and $v_2 \in C_j$ then
$C_j \leftarrow C_j \cup \{v_1\}$
else if $v_1$ and $v_2$ both unassigned to any clusters then
for each $\nu_i \in \{v_1, v_2\}$ do
$\omega \leftarrow$ the set of clusters, $\exists u \in \omega \forall j \in \omega$
if $\omega = \varnothing$ then
Create new cluster $C_i$
$C_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \{v_i\}$
else
Randomly pick $C_i \in \omega$
$C_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \{v_i\}$
end if
end for
end if
end while
Calculate $\kappa, \Psi, \chi$ using clustering scheme $C$ and equations (1), (2) and (3) respectively
End
Algorithm 4: MC-4
Input: Call Graph $G(V,E)$
Output: Clustering $\mathcal{C}$, Kal($\kappa$), Clustering Coefficient($\Psi$), Characteristics Path Length ($\chi$)
Begin
$\xi \leftarrow E$
for each edge $e \in \xi$
do
Randomly pick an edge $e \in \xi$
Assume $v_1$ and $v_2$ be the two end points of $e$
if $v_1 \in C_i$ and $v_2$ unassigned to any cluster then
$C_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \{v_2\}$
else if $v_1$ unassigned to any cluster and $v_2 \in C_j$ then
$C_j \leftarrow C_j \cup \{v_1\}$
else if $v_1$ and $v_2$ both unassigned to any clusters then
for each $\nu \in \{v_1, v_2\}$ do
$\omega$ be the set of clusters, $\exists u \in \omega_j(u, \nu_i) \in E$, $\forall \omega_j \in \omega$
if $\omega = \phi$ then
Create new cluster $C_i$
$p_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \nu_i$
else
Randomly pick $C_i \in \omega$
$p_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \nu_i$
end if
end if
end for
end if
$\xi \leftarrow \xi \setminus \{e\}$
end for
Calculate $\kappa$, $\Psi$, $\chi$ using clustering scheme $C$ and equations (1), (2) and (3) respectively
End

Algorithm 5: MC-5
Input: Call Graph $G(V,E)$
Output: Clustering $\mathcal{C}$, Kal($\kappa$), Clustering Coefficient($\Psi$), Characteristics Path Length ($\chi$)
Begin
Fix initial number of clusters $C_{i=1,2,...,n}$ to $n = \sqrt{|V|}$
Randomly pick unique vertex $v_1 \in V$, and a make one-to-one correspondence assignment of $v_1$ to $C_j$, where $i, j = 1, 2, 3,...n$.
repeat
$\xi_1 \leftarrow E$
Randomly pick $\sqrt{|\xi_1|}$ edges from $\xi_1$ in $\xi$
$\xi_1 \leftarrow \xi_1 \setminus \xi$
repeat
Randomly pick an edge $e \in \xi$
Assume $v_1$ and $v_2$ be the two end points of $e$
if $v_1 \in C_i$ and $v_2$ unassigned to any cluster then
$C_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \{v_2\}$
else if $v_1$ unassigned to any cluster and $v_2 \in C_j$ then
$C_j \leftarrow C_j \cup \{v_1\}$
else if $v_1$ and $v_2$ both unassigned to any clusters then
for each $\nu \in \{v_1, v_2\}$ do
$\omega$ be the set of clusters, $\exists u \in \omega_j(u, \nu_i) \in E$, $\forall \omega_j \in \omega$
if $\omega = \phi$ then
Create new cluster $C_i$
$p_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \nu_i$
else
Randomly pick $C_i \in \omega$
$p_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \nu_i$
end if
end if
end for
end if
remove the edge $e$ from $\xi$
until $\xi \neq \phi$
until all $v_i \in V$ are assigned to a $C_j \in C$
Calculate $\kappa$, $\Psi$, $\chi$ using clustering scheme $C$ and equations (1), (2) and (3) respectively
End

Algorithm 6: Greedy-1
Input: Call Graph $G(V,E)$ Characteristic Path Length
Output: Clustering $\mathcal{C}$, Kal($\kappa$), Clustering Coefficient($\Psi$), Characteristics Path Length ($\chi$)
Begin
$\nu \leftarrow V$
for each vertex $v \in \nu$ in decreasing order of vertex degree do
if $(v_i, u_i) \in E$ and $u_i \in C_j$ : for any $i = 1,...|V|, j = 1,...|C|$ then
$C_j \leftarrow C_j \cup \{v\}$
else
Create new cluster $C_k$
$p_k \leftarrow C_k \cup \{v\}$
end if
$\nu \leftarrow \nu \setminus \{v\}$
end for
Calculate $\kappa$, $\Psi$, $\chi$ using clustering scheme $C$ and equations (1), (2) and (3) respectively
End

Algorithm 7: Greedy-2
Input: Call Graph $G(V,E)$
Output: Clustering $\mathcal{C}$, Kal($\kappa$), Clustering Coefficient($\Psi$), Characteristics Path Length ($\chi$)
Begin
$\nu \leftarrow V$
for each vertex $v \in \nu$ in decreasing order of vertex degree do
if $(v_i, u_i) \in E$ and $i = 1,...|C|$ then
Set $v_{i} \leftarrow v_{i}$
$v_{j} \leftarrow v_{j} \cup \{v\}$
for each $(v_i, u_j) \in E, j = 1,...|V|$ do
if $u_j \notin C_k$, $k = 1,...|C|$ then
$v_{i} \leftarrow v_{i} \cup \{u_j\}$
end if
end for
Create new cluster $C'$
for each $(v_i, v_j) \in \nu$ do
$C' \leftarrow C' \cup \{v_j\}$
end for
$\nu \leftarrow \nu \setminus v_{i}$
end if
end for
Calculate $\kappa$, $\Psi$, $\chi$ using clustering scheme $C$ and equations (1), (2) and (3) respectively
End

Algorithm 8: Greedy-3
Input: Call Graph $G(V,E)$
Output: Clustering $\mathcal{C}$, Kal($\kappa$), Clustering Coefficient($\Psi$), Characteristics Path Length ($\chi$)
Begin
Fix initial number of clusters $C_{i=1,2,...,n}$ to $n = \sqrt{|V|}$
Pick unique vertex $v_1 \in V$ in decreasing order of vertex degree and a make one-to-one correspondence assignment of $v_1$ to $C_j$, where $i, j = 1, 2, 3,...n$.
for each edge $e \in E$ do
Assume $v_1$ and $v_2$ be the two end points of $e$
if $v_1 \in C_i$ and $v_2$ unassigned to any cluster then
$C_i \leftarrow C_i \cup \{v_2\}$
else
if $v_1$ unassigned to any cluster and $v_2 \in C_j$ then
$C_j \leftarrow C_j \cup \{v_1\}$
end if
end if
end for
Calculate $\kappa$, $\Psi$, $\chi$ using clustering scheme $C$ and equations (1), (2) and (3) respectively
End

Algorithm 6 to 8 present greedy based huristics that have been applied. The first algorithm selects each of vertices $v_i \in V$ in descending order of their nodal degree. After selection, a vertex is assigned to its adjacent neighboring cluster if exists. Otherwise that vertex is made the head of a new cluster.
The second algorithm picks each of vertices $v_i \in V$ in descending order based on nodal degree and allocate the adjacent vertex including itself to a new cluster. Finally, the third algorithm initializes $\sqrt{\text{Number of Vertex}}$ number of cluster and select each of vertices $v_i \in V$ in descending order based on nodal degree. In this algorithm, if one edge-end-point is exists at any cluster than assign the other end-points to the same cluster.

V. Experimental Setup and Results

Algorithms presented in Section IV were implemented using C++ programming language on 32bit Linux Mint15 machine with Intel Core-i3 processor, 4GB RAM. We have reported experimental results on 3 problem instances. Instance BFT and RBLo [4] have been generated from two scientific research softwares, and the other instance Synthetic1 is synthetically generated. Number of functions and number of calls in the dataset BFT, RBLo and Synthetic1 are (14, 31), (61, 372) and (6, 7) respectively. Table II reports the number of potential classes generated by different heuristics algorithms for those experimental datasets.

Table III reports the computational running time in microsecond. MC algorithms were executed 1000 times on each of the instances and the total execution times have been presented. According to instance BFT MC-3 is 34.66% faster in average than other MC algorithms. Greedy algorithms, since they have been executed only once, convincingly outperformed MC algorithms. In terms of computational time Greedy-2 is 0.59%, and 14.20% faster than Greedy-1 and Greedy-3 respectively.

The results of all MC algorithms for instance BFT is presented in Fig. 1: subsection (a),(b),(c) represent CC, CPL and Kal index respectively. Output results are displayed using boxplot diagram where every box focuses the majority portion of the proposed result. The solution value does not vary significantly among all the instance run except MC-1 algorithm. For instance BFT the average and best result of $\Psi$, $\chi$ and $\kappa$ are (0.22194, 0.45833), (1.642, 0.7), and (5, 17) respectively. The largest and shortest running times of this instance are 19819 microseconds and 11855 microseconds.

Fig. 2 represents the best and average result of MC algorithms in contrast to Greedy algorithms. We see that the Greedy algorithms produce better result than the average performances of MC algorithms, and are almost closest of MC algorithms best results. Sign (+), (x), and (++) denote the average result of MC, best result of MC and optimal result of Greedy algorithms respectively.

The comparison results between MC and Greedy algorithms on the experimental instances are given in Table IV, V and VI which are prepared from instance BFT, instance RBLo, and instance Synthetic respectively. Each table presents the values of $\Psi$, $\chi$ and $\kappa$ of every heuristics algorithms. Those tables and diagram show that the proposed Greedy algorithms are 12.8%, 31.02%, and 25.73% better than proposed Monte Carlo algorithms in terms of CC $\Psi$, CPL $\chi$ and Kal index $\kappa$ respectively.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

The work presented in this paper has the following areas of development: Firstly, modeling the SP code as a call graph does not consider the global variables and function parameters (as has been used by [13]), which could be useful intuitions for the design of classes. Secondly, approaches presented in this paper do not address discovery of polymorphism and inheritance of classes. Thirdly, we have not considered how many times one function call the other.

Further research on the problem may be directed towards
the using numerical optimization problem solver software to run the model presented in Section III to get benchmarks results; testing the proposed larger legacy code instances, and empirically validating the code by professional OOP experts. We intend to use meta-heuristic solution space search algorithms on the problem in the next step to get better optimized results.
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